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<td>family history</td>
<td>311–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general medical history</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>history-taking</td>
<td>310–14</td>
</tr>
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<td>personal experience</td>
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</tr>
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<td>social history</td>
<td>313–14</td>
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<td>symptoms/signs</td>
<td>347</td>
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<td>neuropsychiatric function</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>neuropsychiatric phenomenology</td>
<td>314–16</td>
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<tr>
<td>dissociative symptoms</td>
<td>315</td>
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<td>345–50</td>
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<td>315–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>315</td>
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<td>394–404</td>
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<td>395</td>
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<td>403</td>
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<td>397</td>
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<td>398</td>
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<td>394, 397</td>
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<td>400, 402</td>
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<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>400</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>399, 399</td>
</tr>
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<td>test interpretation</td>
<td>400–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test scoring</td>
<td>400–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuropsychology, qualifications to practice</td>
<td>395–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuropsychological rehabilitation, traumatic brain injury</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neurosis, origin of term</td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neurotoxicity</td>
<td>alcohol abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antidote use</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical history</td>
<td>478–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diagnosis</td>
<td>478–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laboratory testing</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
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</table>
neurobehavioral toxicology 480–2  
nuroimaging 479–80  
nurologic examination 479  
nagnosis 480  
pseudoneurotoxicity 482  
treatment 480  
nurotoxicology 474–6  
nurotoxins 476–8  
categories 476  
dose–response relationship 475–6  
rods of abuse 476, 476–7  
environmental toxins 476, 477, 477–8  
haptic impairment impact 475  
imedications 476, 476–7  
nervous system region 475  
nervous system vulnerability 474–5  
rganic solvents 477–8  
pesticides 478  
nenal impairment impact 475  
solvents 477–8  
white matter 481  
urotransmission 6  
nurotransmitters 519, 569–70  
nicotinic α4β2/α7 receptor antagonists 522, 524  
night eating syndrome 109  
night terrors 108–9  
nights tares 108–9  
NMAs 549  
nMDA receptor antagonists 549  
nention impairment 520–1  
declarative memory impairment 524  
executive dysfunction 531  
visuospatial memory impairment 529  
nociception 152  
non-rapid eye movement (non-REM) 89  
sleep 100, 101  
nalpha-2 noradrenergic agonists, orbitofrontal syndrome 74  
norepinephrine  
executive function 237–8  
greater limbic system modulation 284–5  
formation processing 237–8  
norepinephrine system, frontal-subcortical circuits 65–6  
not guilty by reason of insanity 411  
novelty seeking 300–1, 303, 304–6  
nistratum involvement 304  
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) see magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)  
nucleus accumbens 60, 136–7  
motivation 136–7  
number cancellation task 366  
oject attribute task 124  
oject cueing paradigm 125  
oject-based attention 124, 124, 126  
ctional imaging 125–6  
neglect 125  
nial lobe damage 125  
superior parietal lobe 126  
obessions, mental status examination 362  
oressive-compulsive disorder 69  
nurosurgical treatment 75, 630–1  
armacologic treatment 74–5  
obstinate sleep apnea 106, 315  
oculomotor circuit 61  
oculomotor nerve (CN III) 17, 322–3  
oflaction 154–5  
ofactory agnosia 369  
ofactory nerve (CN I) 16, 322  
ofactory system 154  
osopoclonus–myoclonus–ataxia 39  
ptic chiasm 214  
ptic nerve (CN II) 17, 214, 322  
lesions 149  
ptic radiations 147–8  
ofic tract 147–8, 214  
oforbral (OF) circuit 253–4, 254, 255  
components 253  
ruption 254–5  
fuctions 254  
oforbral (OF) cortex 59–60, 233–4  
activation 233–4  
ctions 252  
direct pathway anatomy 62  
lesions 67–8, 254–5  
ofactory system 154  
reward circuit 282  
numatic brain injury 259  
oforbral (OF) syndrome 67–8, 74  
organic solvents, neurotoxins 477–8  
optic–functional dichotomy 4–5  
organophosphate pesticide  
nueotoxicity 478, 480  
zeretskii test 378  
P cells 148  
pain  
chronic 104  
nepropsychiatric disorders 609  
palacinus 151–2  
pallidus see globus pallidus  
pnic attacks 547  
pnic disorder 612  
panmome, disorders of 186  
pomimic of transitive acts  
sociation apraxia 208  
ideomotor apraxia 203, 206  
Papez circuit 20, 26, 278, 287  
paralimbic system 276  
paralinguistic cues 356  
paralinguistics 357–8, 371  
parasagittal meningioma 424  
parasomnias 108–10, 315  
central pattern generators 109  
disorders of arousal 108–9  
non-REM sleep 108–9  
REM sleep 109  
secondary 109–10  
treatment 109  
paratonia, neurological examination 325  
paresthesias 153  
parietal lobe  
tention deficit 121–2  
disengage deficit 121  
inferior 206  
neglect 120–1  
object-based attention 125  
posterior 120, 215  
sequencing disorder 202  
simultanagnosia 217  
spatial attention 120  
visual search task 121  
Parkinson’s disease  
cognitive behavioral therapy 592  
with dementia, visuospatial  
sysfunction 219–20  
depression 545  
executive function 73  
limb–kinetic apraxia 210–11  
medial substantia nigra involvement 68  
armacological intervention 73  
putamen involvement 68  
somatosensory symptoms 154  
visuabnormalities 150  
pathological laughing and crying (PLC) 39, 547, 546–7, 560  
frequency 546–7  
nuroanatomy/neurochemistry 546  
treatment 557–9  
patient, role in medical decision-making 408  
pattern recognition, executive function 377–8  
pedunculopontine tegmental  
cholinergic nuclei 15  
perception 144–56  
uditory 150–2  
crossmodal integration 155–6  
definition 144  
disorders 146–7  
agnosias 146  
somatosensory 153–4  
visual 149–50  
turbances 360  
gustation 154–5  
motion 148  
oflaction 154–5  
self-perception 156
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- sensory input 145
- somatosensory 152–4
- visual 147–50
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- visual system functional
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perceptual skills learning 169
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periodic limb movements of sleep
  - PLMS 105
peripheral nervous system (PNS) 12, 474–5
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- persistence 303, 304–5
- persistent vegetative state (PVS) 92–3
personality
- change 316
- 299–307
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- gene–environment interactions 305–7
- heritability 300, 306–7
- humoral theory 299
- inheritance 300, 306–7
- neuropsychological assessment effects 403
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  - comprehensive model 299
  - see also character; temperament
- personality change 316
- orbitofrontal syndrome 67–8, 74
- pesticides, neurotoxins 478
phantom limb sensations 153
pharmacotherapy 498–508
attention impairment 519–21
behavioral disturbance 566–81
- cognitive impairment 515–17
- coma 518–19
- consultations 507
- continuous reassessment of treatment need 502–3
- drug–drug interaction vigilance 503
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- expert opinion 501
- generic medications 503–4
- initiation 498
- insurance issues 504
- pharmaceutical industry
  - interactions 505
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- second opinions 507
- therapeutic alliance 498–9
- therapeutic trials 502
- treatment priority 499–500
- see also medications

phase-contrast angiography (PCA) 433
phobias, types 362
phonagnosia 151, 186
phonemes, articulation impairment
- 357
photic stimulation, EEG 454
Pick, Arnold 257–8
Pick's disease
- see frontotemporal dementia
- pin prick perception 328
pineal body 19
planum temporale 179
pons 13
- positive behavioral supports 605, 615
- positive reinforcement 608
- positron emission tomography (PET)
  - 6, 437–8, 438, 439
- posterior cerebral arteries (PCA) 26
- stroke 216
posterior cingulate 282
posterior cortical atrophy (PCA)
- Alzheimer's disease 219
- Balint's syndrome 219
- visual deficits 150
- visuospatial dysfunction 219
- posterior dominant rhythm (PDR),
  - EEG 447–8, 450, 455
- posterior fossa syndrome 38
- posterior inferior cerebellar arteries
  - (PICAs) 34
- posterior parietal lobe 120, 215
- post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) 315
- post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
  - 109, 190–1, 612
- postural reflexes 330
- praxis 199–211, 373–4, 527–9
- neuroanatomy 528
- see also apraxia
- prefrontal circuit 253, 256
- prefrontal cortex
  - affective processing 138
  - association pathways 233–6
  - childhood lesions 259–60
  - executive function 225, 229–34
  - functions 229
  - goal-directed behavior 138
  - heteromodal sector 231–2
  - medial 233
  - motivation 137–8
  - motor association areas 229–30
  - motor–premotor sector 229–31
  - paralimbic sector 232–4
  - subdivisions 229–32, 232, 234, 252–6
  - premotor cortex 206–9
  - supplementary motor area 207
- primary central nervous system
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- primary visual area 214
- procedural interventions 627–42
- complications 632
- historical aspects 627–9
- invasive 627–31
- lesional interventions 631–2
- vagal nerve stimulation 634
- methodological variability 630
- non-invasive 634–6
- rationale 629–31
- see also deep brain stimulation
  - (DBS); electroconvulsive therapy (ECT); transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
- procedural memory 168–70
- assessment 525
- impairment 525–6
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- Process C, sleep 102–4
- Process S, sleep 101–2, 104
- processing speed 365, 519–21
- cognitive impairment 519–21
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- prosody 186–5, 527
- affective 186–8
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- clinical settings 190–1
- comprehension 190
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- hemispheric lateralization 188–9
- post-traumatic stress disorder 190–1
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- spontaneous 189
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- brain damage 185–9
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- mental status examination 357–8, 371
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- prosopagnosia 149
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- pseudohallucinations 146–7
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  - behavior comorbidity 568–9
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thermoreception 152
thought content 358–62
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tort law 412–13
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Tourette syndrome
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pharmacologic treatment 73
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transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 41–2, 527, 640–1
clinical applications 641
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stimulus intensity 640
transmodal cortex 145
traumatic brain injury (TBI) 8
aural pathology 90
behavioral change 258–9
narcotic behavioral therapy 592
comportment dysfunction 258–60
MRI 424, 431
neuropsychiatric phenomenology 315
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orbitofrontal cortex 259
psychiatric comorbidity 568–9
tort law 412
vegetative state 93
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prehension 627–8
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tricyclic antidepressants 549–51, 557–8
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trochlear nerve (CN IV) 17, 322–3
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sensation testing 328
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tone 324
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valence 134, 270
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diagnosis 92
diagnostic criteria 92
locked-in syndrome 92
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differential diagnosis 93
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ventral limbic pathway 236
ventral striatopallidum 281
ventral tegmental area (VTA) 14, 135–6
ventral visual stream lesions 149
ventral visual system 148
ventricular system 29, 27–9
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ascending reticular activating system
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insomnia 98
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verapamil 552–4
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verbal trail making test (vTMT) 366
vertebral arteries 26
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violence/violent behavior 7, 256
see also aggression
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visual agnosia 369
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visual field cuts 149
visual field testing 322
visual loss, cortically mediated 149
visual memory 372
visual neglect 215–16
visual objectagnosia 369
visual perception/recognition disorders 149–50
visuomotor adaptation 169
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visuospatial clinical syndromes
visuospatial function 214–21, 529–30
distributed neural circuits 529
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evaluation 529
executive control 377
mental status examination 374–5
visuospatial processing 214–15
visuospatial memory 217–18, 529–30
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visuospatial information 217–18
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vocalization, disruptive 614–15
voice 356–7
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sleep-promoting systems 99
wake-promoting systems 98–9
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wandering 614
war 7
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Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome 477
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function 180
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white matter 47–56
aging role 50
Alzheimer’s disease 50, 54
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distributed neural circuits 50
focal syndromes 52–3
historical background 47
myelin 48
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neuroimaging studies 7, 50–1, 51
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physiology 48–50
plasticity 55
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tractography 236
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white matter dementia 53, 53–4, 486
neurobehavioral features 53–4
neuropsychological profile 54
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gray matter pathology 54
hematopoietic tumors 486–96
neurobehavioral syndromes 52–3, 53, 54
neuropsychiatric syndromes 54, 54–5
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stem-cell replacement 55
treatment 55
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word-finding difficulty 357
word-selection anoma 180
working memory 162–4, 367–8
impairment 368, 522–3
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Z-scores, mental status examination 381–2, 382, 383